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ABSTRACT We describe a method to predict and control the lattice parameters of

hexagonal and gyroid mesoporous materials formed by liquid crystal templating. In the
ﬁrst part, we describe a geometric model with which the lattice parameters of diﬀerent
liquid crystal mesophases can be predicted as a function of their water/surfactant/oil
volume fractions, based on certain geometric parameters relating to the constituent
surfactant molecules. We demonstrate the application of this model to the lamellar (LR),
hexagonal (H1), and gyroid bicontinuous cubic (V1) mesophases formed by the binary
Brij-56 (C16EO10)/water system and the ternary Brij-56/hexadecane/water system. In this
way, we demonstrate predictable and independent control over the size of the cylinders
(with hexadecane) and their spacing (with water). In the second part, we produce mesoporous platinum using as templates hexagonal and gyroid phases
with diﬀerent compositions and show that in each case the symmetry and lattice parameter of the metal nanostructure faithfully replicate those of the
liquid crystal template, which is itself in agreement with the model. This demonstrates a rational control over the geometry, size, and spacing of pores in a
mesoporous metal.
KEYWORDS: mesoporous . liquid crystal templating . electrodeposition . gyroid
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urfactant-templated mesoporous materials, containing ordered periodic
arrays of pores 250 nm in diameter,
have had major impacts on chemical research and industries over the past few
decades. The earliest and most widespread
examples are mesoporous silica compounds
such as the Mobil MCM family, which are
used in heterogeneous catalysis in a range of
applications1 and which are typically produced by a hydrolysis reaction in the presence of the structure-directing surfactant.
Direct electrochemical templating of
lyotropic liquid crystals has become an increasingly widespread alternative route to
nanostructured materials.2 Its advantages
are, ﬁrst, that the electrochemical deposition process is ﬂexible and can be applied to
many diﬀerent metals,26 metal oxides,7
and polymers8 and, second, that it can
be carried out in a chemically mild, roomtemperature process. It is therefore compatible with a range of diﬀerent conducting
substrates, to which the approach provides
ASGHAR ET AL.

good adherence of the mesoporous material.
Importantly, as we show here, the nanostructure lattice parameter faithfully replicates
that of the lyotropic liquid crystalline phase,
which we can predict using the packing
models we outline in this paper.
Direct electrochemical templating was
originally applied to the H1 phase (Figure 1)
by Attard and co-workers in 19972 to produce platinum ﬁlms containing cylindrical
mesopores. Since then, this phase has been
used as a template for electrodeposition of a
range of mesoporous materials to provide
high surface area coatings with applications
including catalysis,9 analysis,10,11 separation
technology,12 optical devices,13 solar cells,14
and energy storage devices.15
Lyotropic liquid crystal systems also exhibit bicontinuous cubic phases, in particular,
the gyroid phase (Figure 1).16 Mesoporous
materials with this morphology have branching wires and pores with 3D symmetry17 and,
therefore, have a number of advantages over
the 1D hexagonal pore structure relating to
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diﬀusion and conductivity and overcoming problems
with pore orientation and blockage;18 moreover, it has
been theoretically predicted that gyroid structures
formed from low loss metals could act as negative
refractive index metamaterials.19 Mesoporous materials
with gyroid nanowire networks have found applications in actuators,20 photocatalysts,21 solar cells,22 electrodes,23 catalysts,24,25 and sensors.26 For the most
part, these have not been directly templated from
the liquid crystal phase (although we have recently
reported the electrodeposition of a structurally related
“single diamond” nanowire network using an inverse
bicontinuous cubic phase).27 Instead, the templates
used have in general been etched diblock copolymers24,28 or mesoporous silica that was itself chemically templated from the liquid crystal phase.25,26
However, some literature is available indicating that
it is possible to form an inverted gyroid structure,
containing 3D networks of pores, through direct liquid
crystal templating,29 making a structure that is the
inverse of the nanowire networks. This inverted form
is expected to have similar properties and advantages
in terms of its conductivity, diﬀusion, and mechanical
integrity, but its formation through a chemically mild
one-pot templating step makes it a more attractive
synthetic route.
A number of physical properties are aﬀected by
the lattice parameter and nanostructure of mesoporous materials. These include diﬀusion,3032 capacitance,33,34 and catalyst stability.35,36 It is therefore
desirable to be able to control the nanoarchitecture
dimensions, typically achieved by varying the template
used. There have been a number of attempts to
develop models capable of predicting the nanoarchitecture of the lyotropic liquid crystalline phase and
relating it to the size and shape of the constituent
surfactant molecules. The original work, by Israelachvili
et al.,37 involves the surfactants' “packing parameter”.
ASGHAR ET AL.
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Figure 1. Lyotropic liquid crystalline phases: (a) micellar
(L1), (b) hexagonal (H1), (c) gyroid bicontinuous cubic (V1),
and (d) lamellar (LR).

This has been used to describe micellar shape
(cylindrical, spherical micelles, bilayer, etc.) and therefore provide a qualitative description of the resultant
structure on templating.38 However, the model does
not provide a quantitative prediction of, for example,
lattice parameter or micelle size. In any case, for
mesoporous silica and materials produced through
similar routes, substantial structural change occurs
during solid formation:38 the packing parameter is
aﬀected by signiﬁcant interactions between silica precursor and surfactant; and the structure evolves on
silica polymerization and subsequent calcination.
Therefore, while general trends in the ﬁnal silica nanostructure can be explained and controlled, the approach
cannot provide a quantitative prediction of the ﬁnal
lattice parameter adopted.
Instead, researchers have employed empirical, qualitative approaches to control the nanoarchitecture.
In some cases, they simply used diﬀerent sized surfactant molecules4 or block copolymers.3941 Continuous
tunability in mesophase lattice parameter cannot be
obtained easily in this way, and a range of slightly
diﬀerent molecules needs to be synthesized. In other
cases, the composition of the soft template was varied
by adding additional molecules, for example, hydrophobic liquids2 or cosurfactants.42 In this paper, we
build on these largely empirical approaches, and construct a theoretical framework leading to a quantitative
geometric model that can be used to predict nanoarchitecture dimensions. We outline a derivation of this
framework, and demonstrate how we can use it to
produce predictably controllable nanomaterials with
diﬀerent geometries, exploiting the faithful replication
of liquid crystal nanostructure dimensions that electrochemical deposition allows.
MODEL
We assume that the surfactant molecule is incompressible and, therefore, that the molecular volume has
a constant value, v. Within diﬀerent mesophases the
surfactant molecules occupy diﬀerent average molecular shapes. In a ﬂat lamellar structure, the molecule
occupies a cylindrical geometry, with a constant crosssection along the length of the molecule. As we form
diﬀerent mesophases with increasingly curved interfaces from lamellar through gyroid and hexagonal to
micellar, we would expect the area per molecule to
increase toward the headgroup region and water
interface, and decrease toward the hydrophobic
chains, as shown in Figure 2. Our model assumes that
somewhere in between there is a position on the
molecule where the molecular area does not change
with diﬀerent curvatures. We call this the “Area Neutral
Surface” and use An and vn to denote the crosssectional area per molecule at this surface, and the
volume per molecule on the hydrophobic side of this
surface. This naming convention follows equivalent
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Figure 2. Surfactant aggregate structures (bottom row)
and corresponding average molecular shapes (top row)
for (a) lamellar, (b) hexagonal, and (c) micellar phases,
illustrating the parameters An, vn, and v. These represent,
respectively, the area per molecule of the area neutral
surface (represented as a gray disk), the volume per molecule below this surface, and the volume of the molecule.

analysis that has been carried out on type II lipids.43 The
three geometric parameters that characterize the surfactant molecule, and which we assume are constant
for all phases and lattice parameters adopted by the
surfactant, are An, vn, and the total molecular volume v.
Given these molecular parameters, the lattice parameters can be predicted as a function of surfactant
volume fraction, φsurf, for each phase as outlined
below. A more detailed derivation is given in the
Supporting Information.
For the ﬂuid lamellar LR phase, we assume that there
is no chain interdigitation and, therefore, that the
bilayer thickness is twice the length of the surfactant
molecule. We assume that, on changing the surfactant/
water ratio, the bilayers move further apart or closer
together, while their thickness does not change.
The lattice parameter, a, is the sum of the thicknesses
of the bilayer and the water layer, and depends on φsurf,
the surfactant volume fraction, as follows:
a ¼

2v
An φsurf

The hexagonal H1 phase consists of surfactant cylinders whose radius can be determined from the molecular parameters (see Figure 3). The derivation is outlined in the Supporting Information. Again, we assume
that decreasing the water/surfactant ratio and therefore increasing φsurf simply moves these cylinders
closer together. This gives
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8πvn v
a ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
3A2n φsurf
For the gyroid bicontinuous cubic (V1) phase, we
assume that the area neutral surfaces lie parallel to the
surface that passes through the middle of the water
region, which is a mathematical shape known as a
(triply periodic) minimal surface. (The surfactantwater
ASGHAR ET AL.

Figure 3. Schematic showing the surfactantwater interface (solid line circles) and area neutral surface (dotted line
circle) in a hexagonal phase of lattice parameter a. The
wedge shows approximate molecular dimensions.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a gyroid bicontinuous cubic
phase. The area neutral surfaces lie a distance z away from
the minimal surface, which is shown as a net.

interfaces also form parallel surfaces.) We consider the
two area neutral surfaces to lie a distance z away from
the minimal surface, one on either side (see Figure 4).
In a given bicontinuous cubic phase, we assume that
z remains constant over the surface. However, for
diﬀerent samples with diﬀerent surfactant volume
fractions and diﬀerent lattice parameters, we allow
z to change; the molecular parameters v, vn and An
remain constant. An analogous system exists in the
inverse bicontinuous cubic phases, where the minimal
surface passes through the center of a surfactant
bilayer; these structures have been analyzed by Templer, employing a parallel interface model similar to the
one we adopt here.44 Using an analogous treatment,
outlined in more detail in the Supporting Information,
we can ﬁnd the values of z and φsurf as functions of the
lattice parameter a by ﬁnding solutions to


2σ 0 a2
2πχ 2
1þ
z
¼
2
σ0 a
An


!
2πχ 2
a  2σ0 a z 1 þ
z
3σ 0 a2
3

2

vn

¼

a3 φsurf
v

where χ and σ0 are the Euler characteristic and the
dimensionless area per unit cell, taking values of 8 and
3.091, respectively, for the gyroid minimal surface.43
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For the addition of a hydrophobic liquid such as
hexadecane in the hexagonal phase, we assume that
this liquid does not mix with the hydrophobic tails of
the surfactant but rather forms a discrete cylinder
within the surfactant cylinder. Such behavior is more
likely to occur when using longer chain hydrophobic liquids, such as hexadecane.45 Based on this
assumption, our model keeps An constant and eﬀectively allows v and vn to increase by an amount
equivalent to the volume of hexadecane per molecule
of surfactant, which is equal to (φoil/φsurf)v where
φoil is the volume fraction of hydrophobic liquid. This
gives
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ﬃ
u 
φoil
φoil
u
vþv
u8π vn þ v
t
φ
φsurf
pﬃﬃﬃ surf
a ¼
2
3An (φsurf þ φoil )
In this paper, we apply the models described above
to the surfactant Brij-56 (C16EO10). We show how data
for lattice parameter vs composition can be used to
determine the parameters An and vn for this molecule
and demonstrate how this information can be used to
predict the geometry, size and spacing of pores in the
gyroid and hexagonal phases by varying composition
in binary (surfactant/water) and ternary (surfactant/
water/hexadecane) mixtures. We then use the model
to predict the spacing of mesoporous platinum ﬁlms
electrodeposited from binary and ternary templating
phases with both hexagonal and gyroid structures.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Swelling Behavior and Determination of Molecular Parameters. The lattice parameters of binary mixtures of the
surfactant Brij-56 and H2O are shown in Figure 5a as a
function of the surfactant volume fraction, φsurf =
φBrij‑56. The expected general decrease in lattice
parameter with increasing φsurf can be seen. The data
were obtained at different temperatures. The model
assumes that An, vn, and v are independent of temperature; the evidence for this is that the lattice
parameter values within a particular phase do not
change significantly with temperature (Figure SI3).
These data were used to estimate the molecular
parameters, as follows.
First, the molecular volume is estimated from the
density of the pure surfactant and its molecular weight
using
Mw
v ¼
FNA

An is estimated from the lattice parameter a (57 Å)
of the ﬂuid lamellar phase of surfactant volume fraction
φsurf = φBrij‑56 = 0.754 using
An ¼

(1)

Here, Mw is the molecular weight, F is the density, and
NA is Avogadro's number.
For Brij-56, we use values of Mw = 683 g/mol and
the value quoted earlier of F = 0.977 g/cm3 (SigmaAldrich) from which we estimate v = 1.16  1021 cm3 =
1160 Å3.
ASGHAR ET AL.

Figure 5. (a) Lattice parameters (a) as a function of surfactant volume fraction φBrij‑56 for the hexagonal (H1) (solid
circles), gyroid (V1) (empty triangles, solid triangles and
empty diamonds), and lamellar (La) (solid squares) phases
from binary mixtures. (b) Lattice parameters (a) as a function of φhexadecane for H1 phases from ternary mixtures for
constant weight % water of 45 (φH2O = 0.44). The SAXS data
were collected at 35 and 45 °C for the H1 and the LR phases,
respectively, while for the V1 phases they were collected at
55 °C (open triangles), 50 °C (solid triangles), and 45 °C
(open diamonds). Solid lines show theoretical curves for
An = 54 Å2, vn = 500 Å3.

2v
aφsurf

(2)

This gives An = 54 ( 2 Å2.
vn is determined using the data for the hexagonal
phase and the values of v and An above.
8π vn v
φsurf ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
3 (An a)2

(3)

From this we obtain vn = 500 ( 40 Å3.
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These parameters were then used to ﬁt all of the
data for the LR, H1, and V1 phases, as shown by the solid
lines in Figure 5.
Given that v was determined independently, the
LR and H1 data were eﬀectively modeled with one
independent parameter each (An, vn). The V1 data were
then predicted from these with no further independent variables, representing a very good agreement.
Figure 5b shows the lattice parameter data for H1
phases of the ternary system Brij-56/hexadecane/H2O,
varying φhexadecane. Again, the theoretical model gives
an extremely good ﬁt to the experimental data, and
again, we stress that the theoretical values were predicted using only the values of An, vn, and v obtained
previously with no further ﬁtting of independent variables. This suggests validity of the assumptions implicit
in our model.
Conservation of Structure under Electrochemical Deposition Conditions. We now go on to demonstrate that
there is no significant change in lattice parameter on
replacement of water with hexachloroplatinic acid
(HCPA), the electrolyte solution used for electrodeposition of platinum, nor on subsequent electrodeposition
of platinum.
Figures 6 and 7 show data for the H1 phase on
varying the water content (Figure 6) or adding hexadecane (Figure 7), while Figure 8 shows data for the
V1 phase and then in each case upon replacing water
with HCPA and then templating with SAXS patterns as
shown below in each case.
Figures 6a and 8a show the lattice parameters of
diﬀerent binary mixtures of Brij-56 and HCPA in the H1
phase (Figure 6) and V1 phase (Figure 8), varying the
surfactant volume fraction, φbrij; Figure 7a shows
the lattice parameters of ternary mixtures of Brij-56/
hexadecane/HCPA in the H1 phase on addition of
hexadecane. The data, shown as open circles, are
superimposed on the corresponding swelling data
for mixtures containing water (instead of HCPA); the
water data, shown as solid circles, are also shown in
Figure 5. The data show very good agreement in each
case; as Brij-56 is a nonionic polyoxyethylene surfactant, its headgroup is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by
changes in pH or ionic strength.
Figures 6b, 7b and 8b show the 1D SAXS patterns
for diﬀerent mesoporous hexagonal (H1-ePt) and gyroid (V1-ePt) platinum ﬁlms overlaid on those of their
respective Brij-56/HCPA and Brij-56/hexadecane/HCPA
templating mixtures for several diﬀerent compositions.
The positions of the Bragg peaks match in each case,
demonstrating a match in the mesoporous structure
and unit cell size before and after templating. The
structures are characterized by reﬂections with relative
√
√ √
positions in the ratio 1: 3 for hexagonal46 and 6: 8
for gyroid.47
The relative peak intensities in the templated metal
ﬁlms vary and are in some cases diﬀerent from those of

Figure 6. (a) Lattice parameter (a) as a function of φBrij‑56
in binary mixtures of Brij 56/H2O (solid circles) and of Brij
56/HCPA (open circles) for the H1 phases and the H1-ePt
ﬁlms from the corresponding HCPA mixtures (red solid
triangles). (b) Overlaid SAXS patterns for the (H1-ePt) ﬁlms
(solid lines) templated from the mixtures (dotted lines) of
φBrij‑56/φHCPA = 0.61:38 (A), 0.51:0.48 (B), and 0.41:0.58 (C).
SAXS data for the hexagonal phases were collected at 35 °C.

the templating mixture. This could be due to a combination of changes in electron density and its distribution throughout the unit cell and orientation in the
metal ﬁlm relative to the substrate.48 In the gyroid
material, the peaks are also broader, probably reﬂect√
ing less long-range order; thus, the 8 reﬂection
appears as a shoulder in the SAXS patterns from
V1-ePt (Figure 8a). It is interesting to note that a similar
phenomenon was observed in the templating of inverse bicontinuous cubic phases,27 whereas in contrast
the H1-ePt ﬁlms are much better ordered. We cannot at
present suggest a deﬁnitive explanation for this diﬀerence, but assume that it reﬂects the greater resistance
of the H1-ePt structure to distortion, perhaps due to its
containing a continuous metallic layer in a plane
perpendicular to the cylindrical pores.
Finally, the lattice parameters for the mesoporous
metals have been plotted on Figures 6a, 7a, and 8a as a
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Figure 7. (a) Lattice parameter (a) as a function of φhexadecane,
for φhexadecane/φBrij‑56/φH2O = 0:0.56:0.44, 0.064:0.49:0.44 and
0.10:0.46:0.43 (solid circles) and φhexadecane/φBrij‑56/φHCPA =
0:0.57:0.43, 0.065:0.50:0.43 and 0.10:0.46:0.43 (empty
circles) for the H1 phases and the H1-ePt ﬁlms templated
from the corresponding HCPA mixture (red solid triangles).
(b) Overlaid SAXS patterns for the (H1-ePt) ﬁlms (solid lines)
templated from the mixtures (dotted lines) of φhexadecane/
φBrij‑56/φHCPA = 0:0.57:0.43 (A), 0.065:0.50:0.43 (B), and
0.10:0.46:0.43 (C). SAXS data for the hexagonal phases were
collected at 35 °C.

function of the surfactant volume fraction of the
template phase (solid triangles). The general agreement conﬁrms that the nanodimensions of the metal in
each case reﬂects that of the precursor lyotropic liquid
crystalline phase, which itself can be described by our
model, as shown in Figure 5.
Assumptions and Extensions to Model. Our model is
based on the assumption that An and vn are constant
for a certain surfactant molecule across different
phases with different aggregate nanostructures; in
other words, it makes the assumption of the existence
of an area neutral position within the molecule.
It makes no assumptions about the location in the
ASGHAR ET AL.

Figure 8. (a) Gyroid (V1) lattice parameter (a) as a function
of surfactant volume fraction φBrij‑56 in binary mixtures of
Brij-56/H2O (solid circles; data points also shown in
Figure 5a), Brij-56/HCPA (empty circles), and VI-ePt ﬁlms
(red solid triangles). (b) Overlaid SAXS patterns for the
VI-ePt ﬁlms (solid lines) templated from the mixtures
(dotted lines) of (φBrij‑56/φHCPA) = (0.70:30) (top) and
(0.62:0.38) (bottom).

molecule of this position. In this section we discuss
these implications further.
Analyzing other polyoxyethylene surfactant systems, Kunieda and co-workers48 found that molecular
area “changes very slightly with the surfactant concentration...if the type of liquid crystal [i.e. phase] is
unchanged” and in particular “In the LR phase [area
per molecule] slightly increases with increasing water
content, but it becomes almost constant in the hexagonal phase.” In our own data, the ﬂuid lamellar phase
also shows a change in molecular area with surfactant
volume fraction: the value of An = 54 Å2 was obtained
from the lower surfactant content data point (φBrij‑56 =
0.754), while the second data point (φBrij‑56 = 0.80)
gives a value of An = 51 Å2. The results can be
rationalized by supposing that in the lamellar phase
at higher surfactant volume fractions the polyoxyethylene headgroups are close enough to interact and
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500 ( 40 and 390 ( 10 Å3. The agreement is therefore
not as good as that obtained by estimating the hydrophilic headgroup volume.)
The molecular area at the neutral surface, An, does
not have such a straightforward relationship with
molecular formula. Malcolmson and Lawrence50 have
studied a range of polyoxyethylene surfactants and
reported a linear relationship between the area per
molecule a0 (Å2) and the molecular weight of the
hydrophilic head, represented by n, the number of
[OCH2CH2] units, through the relationship a0 = 1.56n þ
33.32. For the surfactants C16EO10 and C12EO6 (n = 10
and n = 6), this would suggest values of a0 = 48.9 Å2 and
a0 = 42.7 Å2, respectively. Our experimental data give
values of An = 54 ( 2 Å2 and An = 50 ( 2 Å2,
respectively. Thus, although they show the same qualitative trend, this does not yet represent a suitable
quantitative estimate for An.
So far we have only discussed polyoxyethylene
surfactants. For other nonionic systems, diﬀerent
methods would be required to estimate hydrophilic
headgroup and hydrophobic chain volumes, to estimate vn; indeed, it is possible that for some surfactant
systems the area neutral surface would no longer lie at
the interface between the two (for example, for type II
liquid crystals formed by biological lipids, it was found
to lie between carbon atoms 1 and 2 of the hydrocarbon chain43). On extending further to ionic systems,
we would expect even more assumptions in our
model to break down. Our model assumes that bilayers
in the lamellar phase and cylinders in the hexagonal
phase have no interaction and therefore maintain their
dimensions on changing water content, only moving
further apart or closer together. In ionic systems, there
are signiﬁcant electrostatic interactions, and quantities
such as bilayer thickness and micelle cylinder radius
change signiﬁcantly with surfactant volume fraction.51
The assumption of constant An would almost certainly
provide a less satisfactory model for the structures
adopted by the lyotropic liquid crystalline template.
Furthermore, ionic systems are more sensitive to the
ionic strength and pH of the aqueous medium. Since
the metal electrodeposition reaction produces dramatic changes in these parameters locally to the
electrode surface, we would expect the further result
that the nanostructure of the templated metal diﬀers
signiﬁcantly from that of the template prior to
deposition.

ARTICLE

distort one another, thereby changing the bilayer
thickness and area per molecule. We have therefore
chosen to model our data with the value obtained
at lower surfactant volume fractions within the lamellar phase, where headgroup interactions between
adjacent bilayers are minimized. Using this as the
basis for our model, the remainder of the lattice
parameter data for the other phases can be modeled
reasonably well. It is possible that a better ﬁt could be
obtained by allowing the ratio vn /An to vary for the
hexagonal phase or for vn and An to take on diﬀerent
values for the gyroid cubic phase. However, we felt
that such an approach would require the addition of
further ﬁtting parameters, with less obvious physical
meaning, and reduce the predictive power of the
model.
In our analysis so far, we have made no assumptions
about the physical location within the molecule of the
area neutral position and, therefore, attached no physical signiﬁcance to vn. Intuitively, we might expect
the area neutral position to lie at the interface between
the hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts of the molecule
and vn to therefore represent the volume of the
hydrophobic chain, and we test this hypothesis here.
Diﬀerent approaches have been explored to estimate
the volume of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts
of polyoxyethylene surfactants; for a general surfactant
CmEOn where the hydrophilic headgroup has the
molecular formula [[OCH2CH2]nOH, Sakya and coworkers49 suggest that its volume can be estimated
as (60.9n þ 17) Å3. For the surfactant in this paper,
Brij-56 (C16EO10), where n = 10, this gives a value of
626 Å3. Our experimentally determined value for the
volume of molecule on the hydrophilic side of the
neutral surface is v  vn = 1160500 = 660 ( 40 Å3. This
agreement within experimental error indicates that the
area neutral surface does indeed approximately lie at
the boundary between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of the molecule. To further test the generality
of this observation and the robustness of our approach,
we have analyzed data from a second surfactant, C12EO6
(chemical formula C12H25[OCH2CH2]6OH), whose estimated headgroup volume using Sakya's expression is
382 Å3. Again, our data can be ﬁt well using a single set
of parameters v = 765 Å3 (from molecular weight and
density), An = 50 ( 2 Å2 and vn = 390 ( 10 Å3 (see the
Supporting Information, Figure SI5). The part of the
molecule on the hydrophilic side of the area neutral
surface therefore has volume v  vn = 765390 = 375 (
10 Å3, again agreeing with the estimated headgroup
volume. (We also investigated an alternative approach
using equivalent molecular parameters to estimate
the volume of the hydrophobic chain. For a chain
of formula CmH2mþ1 Malcolmson and Laurence50
estimate the volume to be (27(m-1) þ 55) Å3. For
C16EO10 and C12EO6 this respectively gives values
of 460 and 352 Å3; our corresponding values for vn are

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a model that predictably
describes how controlling the volume fraction of
hexadecane and Brij-56 determines the dimensions
of the hexagonal H1 and the gyroid V1 lattices in
the respective lyotropic phases. We have further
demonstrated the structures of the templated hexagonal (H1-ePt) and gyroid (V1-ePt) ﬁlms retained
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quantitative rational design of nanostructure in mesoporous metals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

CM20 transmission electron microscope, operated at 200 kV
(images shown in Supporting Information, Figure SI4). For TEM
analysis the nanostructured platinum ﬁlm was scraped oﬀ the
substrate using a scalpel and placed on a copper grid with
supporting carbon ﬁlm (300 mesh).
Conflict of Interest: The authors declare no competing
ﬁnancial interest.

The surfactant polyoxyethylene (10) cetyl ether (commonly
known as C16EO10, Brij-56, or Brij C10), hexachloroplatinic acid
(HCPA, 0.2 M, 99.9%), and hexadecane were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received. Pure water (prepared
by passing deionized, distilled water through a Milli-Q water
puriﬁcation system) was used throughout the experiments.
The full list of templating mixtures is given in the Supporting
Information (section C). A range of liquid crystalline mixtures
between 35 and 65 wt % compositions of Brij-56/H2O and two
mixtures of (50:45:5) and (47.5:45.0:7.5) wt % composition of
Brij-56/H2O/hexadecane were prepared to investigate the
phase behavior of the hexagonal (H1) phases. For the preparation of the mesoporous (H1-ePt) ﬁlms, mixtures of 40, 50, 55, and
60 wt % compositions of Brij-56/HCPA and (50:45:5) and
(47.5:45:7.5) wt % composition of Brij-56/H2O/hexadecane were
prepared, and their phase behavior was also investigated
before templating. Similarly, for the phase-behavior studies of
bicontinuous cubic (V1) phases, a range of mixtures from 60
to 69 wt % compositions of Brij-56/H2O and 60 and 68 wt % of
Brij-56/HCPA were prepared. Mixtures of 75 and 80 wt %
composition of Brij-56/H2O were prepared for the investigation
of lamellar phases. The diﬀerent wt % composition of the liquid
crystalline mixtures for the hexagonal, the bicontinuous cubic,
and the lamellar phases were then converted to the volume
fraction of each component φxi using the formula
φx i

m(xi )=F(xi )
¼
m(xj )=F(xj )

∑j

where m(xi) and F(xi) represent, respectively, the mass and
density of the component xi. The values for the densities used
in these calculations were as follows: 0.977 g/mL for the Brij-56,
1.05 g/mL for the HCPA solution, and 0.773 g/mL for hexadecane (values obtained from MSDS information, Sigma-Aldrich).
The hexagonal, bicontinuous cubic, and lamellar phase mixtures were investigated using a Bruker AXS Nanostar system
ﬁtted with a two-dimensional (2-D) detector. The Nanostar
system was equipped with a compact 3-D pinhole collimation
system which can form a well-deﬁned spot size of approximately 0.40.8 mm using a Cu KR (λ = 1.54 Å) source at an
energy of 45 kV. The temperature-controlled measurements for
the diﬀerent liquid crystalline phases were done on an mri
Physikalische Geräte GmbH high-temperature heating stage;
the liquid crystalline mixtures were heated between 20 and
80 °C at a ramp rate of 3° min1. The 2D SAXS patterns were
then integrated and analyzed with ImageJ software using “YAX
integration” macros developed in house.52
All of the mesoporous Pt ﬁlms from the H1 and the V1 phases
were electrochemically deposited at 0.1 V vs silver/silver
chloride in a conventional three-electrode electrochemical cell.
Large area (0.20.5 cm2) working electrodes were cut from a
gold DVD, with the plastic coating peeled oﬀ and the exposed
gold layer (∼1012 nm thick) used as the depositing substrate.
A ﬂag-shaped piece of platinum was used as the counter electrode and a silver/silver chloride (determined to be þ0.248 V vs
a normal hydrogen electrode) was used as the reference
electrode. The deposition of the (H1-ePt) ﬁlms from diﬀerent
compositions of Brij-56/HCPA and Brij-56/hexadecane/HCPA
was carried out at 35 ( 1 °C. The deposition of (V1-ePt) ﬁlms
was carried out at 40 ( 1 and 55 ( 1 °C from the 68 wt % Brij-56/
HCPA and 60 wt % Brij-56/HCPA mixtures, respectively. After the
deposition experiments, the deposited (H1-ePt) and (V1-ePt)
ﬁlms were kept in deionized water for 24 h to remove the
surfactant. After washing, the mesoporous (H1-ePt) and (V1-ePt)
ﬁlms were characterized using a Bruker AXS Nanostar system at
camera lengths of 67 and 107 cm. TEM images were also
obtained from the (H1-ePt) and (V1-ePt) ﬁlms using a Philips
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the structures of their corresponding templates.
Taken together, this suggests for the ﬁrst time a

Supporting Information Available: The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website
at DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.5b04176.
Derivation of structural relations; experimental data for
lattice parameter as a function of temperature; compositions of mixtures used; TEM Images, and lattice parameter vs
surfactant content data and theoretical ﬁts for a second
surfactant C12EO6 (PDF)
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